Academic Journal Articles
A ProQuest Search

What is an Academic Journal Article?
• These are the criteria I use to determine if a source is an
academic journal article, useful for this class:
1. Is the source published in an academic journal?
2. Is the source at least 5 pages long? [Some journal articles
are shorter, but in this class 5 pages is a minimum.]
3. Is there at least one reference used in the source?
• When is a source in a journal NOT academic.
– Often book reviews are found in journals; do not count these as
academic journal articles.

– Sometimes there is commentary about an issue in a journal;
it is not peer reviewed, not original research. Does not
count. One hint that something is a commentary is that the
page length is 1-2 pages and there are no references used.

If you are looking for journal
articles you might use ProQuest.

1) For an Advanced
Search, use key terms
that you think will
solicit journal articles.
[This may be trial and
error process.]
2) Next, click on these
two boxes. The most
common mistake
students make is that
the believe by
clicking Scholarly
journals, you have
filtered out all nonacademic articles.
NOTE: There are many
submissions in
journals that are not
articles.

The first 20/4098 sources are displayed on the page.
You can change the number of sources that display
on a single page at the bottom.

Now you have some sources, you can modify the results:
1) You can change the date range.
2) The other two links most often used are “Document
Type” and “Subject”. The “Subject” link has a set of
key terms that may be useful to write down.
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Option A (Abstract) : Only use Option A for ideas. NEVER, EVER use as an
academic journal article in this class.
Option B (Full Text): This choice has great useable links, but not best for printing
(unless PDF is not available).
Option C (Full Text – PDF) : USE Option C FOR PRINTING This is like being
handed a photocopy of the original article!
Okay, go to the next slide for a brief overview of Option B. 

Notice that there are links here to
the Authors’ names and then the
Publication Title. Each of these can
be clicked to see if other journal
articles are available.
Also note that the page number
count is 5+ pages.

This is a key word listing. You can
either click on the words you want
to search or write them down for
future reference. These greatly help
you to refine your search.

Review of Main Points
• A source is only an academic journal article if it is:
– Published in an academic journal AND
– Is at least 5 pages AND
– It has at least 1 (one) reference.

• A few last comments on types of sources:
– You can use book reviews to identify a book you might
want to read.
– You might look at journal commentaries to better
understand the broad sweep of an issue.
– Remember, ProQuest is a great source of newspapers and
magazines, also.

